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Farms have fences. People have boundaries. Mine began crumbling the day I knelt behind a male

sheep, reached between his legs, and squeezed his testicles. This took place one blustery

November day when I joined other shepherd-wannabees for a class on the basics of raising sheep.

I was there with my partner Melissa, the woman I'd lived with for twelve years, because we were

going to start a farm . When self-confessed "urban bookworm" Catherine Friend's partner of twelve

years decides she wants to fulfill her lifelong dream of owning a farm, Catherine agrees. What

ensues is a crash course in both living off and with the land that ultimately allows Catherine to help

fulfill Melissa's dreams while not losing sight of her own. Hit by a Farm is a hilarious recounting of

Catherine and Melissa's trials of "getting back to the land." It is also a coming-of (middle)-age story

of a woman trying to cross the divide between who she is and who she wants to be, and the story of

a couple who say "goodbye city life" &#151; and learn more than they ever bargained for about love,

land, and yes, sheep sex.
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Two women, partners in life, start a farm--one somewhat ignorant--going along with the other's

dream.Together, these 30-something city women raise sheep, chickens, goats, grapes, etc.

etc.,--whatever Melissa bought next. But before they buy the first animal, they read everything they

can and even attend workshops on shepherding.Catherine Friend, published children's author,

writes this memoir about her life with Melissa-and their successful juggling of the farm, their

relationship and Catherine's writing.Funny, poignant, sad--and educational. Much of the story took



me back to my days as a child on a farm that raised dairy cattle, pigs, chickens and sheep. I

remember the joy of spring lambs, especially the bottle lambs where human kids got to take over

when the sheep mom refused to acknowledge that lamb. My sister and I named them April, May

and even March (for the earliest births). When these lambs were hungry, they sought us out--such

fun and responsibility for a young farm girls.Of course, as children we didn't have to do the very

hard, demanding and never-ending work Friends details as a farmer's life. But I remember the births

deaths by both natural causes and by nature.If you live on a farm, or are interested in farming, or if

you love good, descriptive writing that takes you to that place, Hit by a Farm is the book. I laughed

out loud numerous times, and shook my head in disbelief at some of what they

experienced.Garrison Keillor of Prairie Home Companion fame wrote that it's, "A sweet and funny

book in the classic 'Hardy Girls Go Farming' genre....You'll learn more than you ever wanted to

know about sheep/goat chicken sex; birthing of lambs and goat kids; darling baby chicks that grow

up become someone's meat.
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